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Cover Letter to Shire of Mundaring – DCRAG Seating 2021 
 

206/2340 Helena Valley Road, 
Helena Valley 6056. 

18th January, 2021 
Mr Shane Purdy 
Director Infrastructure, 
 
Shire of Mundaring, 
7000 Great Eastern Highway 
Mundaring WA 6073 
 
Dear Shane, 
 
Re: Seating in the Darlington Community Recreation Area  
 
The Darlington Community Recreation Advisory Group (formerly Management 
Committee) is the main advisory group to the Shire of Mundaring for the Darlington 
Recreation area. DCRAG aims to ensure that appropriate and beneficial planning occurs 
for the continued improvement to the recreation area. DCRAG consists of representatives 
from the community, and the many groups that use the recreation and oval areas, 
including the Darlington History Group, Darlington Sports and Recreation Association 
(DaSRA) and the Darlington Residents and Ratepayers Association (DRRA).  
 
In the September of 2020, you and I discussed the upcoming budget allocation for bollard 
replacement / seating for the Darlington Recreation Area.  
 
Apologies that this item was put on the back--burner, initially due to organisation of the 
Bonfire 2020, and then because of a family matter.  
 
Since our conversation I have spoken to numerous individuals regarding requirements for 
their needs e.g. dog walkers, after school parents, elderly, DaSRA etc., as well as many 
DCRAG group representatives.  I have also requested wider community feedback via 
Facebook Darlington Hub page and through the Darlington Review. I have also had initial 
conversations with Geoff Barker & Gerry Healy, and in-depth conversations with Liz 
Dumont and Mike Tooby regarding this topic. I have observed how people use the 
available seating, and what sorts of temporary seating is brought to the area. This 
document provides a general overview of that collated information and photographs of 
the area.  
 
In summary, more seating is desired, and the type of seating must be carefully 
considered in regards to seasonal changes, safety, particularly for the elderly, 
maintenance and the amenity of the area.  The Darlington Locality Plan / Precinct Plan 
principles should be consulted also as well as the general ongoing request for low key 
developments using natural materials.  New seating could also provide an opportunity to 
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bring functional art into the village area.  
 
Further, seating is just one aspect of the Darlington Recreation Area (DRA) which needs 
attention.  Preparation of this report has highlighted the need for a Masterplan for the 
whole Darlington Recreation Area as discussed with you 7th January 2021.  A Darlington 
Recreation Area (DRA) Masterplan would enable wholistic, future planning and provide 
guidance to community and local government representatives. A DRA Masterplan will 
also serve to protect certain areas from over or inappropriate development, whilst 
providing for accessibility and confidence for both the community and Shire in future 
vision.  To this effect I have had conversations with and will be writing to Matthew 
Hughes MLA and Liam Staltari (Kalamunda Liberal candidate) to seek funding for a DRA 
Masterplan which would include a Reconciliation Plan). 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to advise on this the seating issue. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me for further clarification. DCRAG is pleased to work 
with the SOM officers to achieve a great recreational and sporting area, in a historically 
sensitive area. 
 
Yours sincerely, 
 
 
Patricia (Trish) Cook 
DCRAG Chair 
Mobile: 040 9479 551 
Email: trishcook@netspace.net.au 
 

mailto:trishcook@netspace.net.au
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DCRAG Seating Report – Darlington Recreation Area 
 
 

Introduction 
 
Patricia Cook has prepared this document after discussion with Shane Purdy, Shire of 
Mundaring, in September 2020, regarding oval seating. Together with shade, the 
deficiency of seating, particularly around the oval is a major concern.   
 
Currently there are only three bench seats around the whole of the high use oval, whilst 
large wooden picnic tables together with the low stone wall provide great seating options 
at the playground area and are extremely well utilised.  None of the current infrastructure 
has appeared to have had ongoing maintenance, however the Shire of Mundaring are 
best placed for this information. Natural materials of wood and stone fit well into the 
amenity of the area.  
 
The Lower Recreation Skatepark area is currently being developed including skate park 
extensions, pump track, Grand Arbour and Community Garden. For this area seating 
options will be assessed after major infrastructure is installed as part of the landscaping 
and minor infrastructure.  Meanwhile the retaining wall of the Pavilion and future terracing 
of the lawn area between skatepark and pavilion allows for seating, albeit mostly in the 
sun.  Seating for this Lower Recreation area has not been considered in this report. 
 
This document will firstly highlight seating which seems to have been recently removed, 
and some inappropriate, unused seating.  It will then focus on existing seating with a 
map (blue), photographs and comments regarding usage and comfort. Future seating 
recommendations are then made with a map (red) of suggested location 
recommendations and types of seating. Seats and seating areas are alphabetically 
labelled for clarification but are not in alphabetical order in this report.  General 
recommendations are made, and materials are discussed. Further considerations are 
also highlighted.  
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Existing seating Key - Blue Map 
 
A:  Two large wooden picnic tables near playground, positioned together to form one 
large table, on the east side of the tree. 
B:  One large wooden picnic table on the west side of tree 
C :  Large wooden picnic table near BBQ shelter (often gets relocated). 
D :  Bench seating along Pine Terrace – now removed 
E:  Bench seating along Pine Terrace  
F:  Commemorative DVBB Bench seat with backrest and arm rests 
G:  Skatepark shelter metal picnic table 
H:  x 3 flat benches roadside at the bend of Pine Terrace 
J:  Previous benches now removed north side of oval 
K:  Bench near scoreboard / cricket nets 
M:  Flat benches at Perella’s cafe (Owen road). 
N:  3 bollard benches under tree near netball court. 
X:  Pavilion retaining wall at Skate park 
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Existing seating Locations -  Blue Map 
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Recently removed seating  
 

(J) North side of oval 

 
Two benches that previously provided seating on the north side of oval, shown in this 
photo of 2020 have been removed. Perhaps they were removed when the three dead 
large pine trees were removed recently. There is now NO seating at all on the north side.  
People use the north side of the oval for watching sport and activities and dog-walkers 
use it in the winter to catch the last rays of sun. 
 
Safety note: When bench seats wear way and are not maintained, sometimes the area 
slope causes the bench to become unusable as people are tilted forward off the bench. 
The ground around bench seats is best when the ground area is flattened. 
 

 
 

(D) South side of oval 

 
(D): x 1 bench seat along Pine Terrace South side, very close to the electrical box has 
been removed.  Dog walkers who gather in the south-east corner for shade and dog 
bags, mostly elderly, resort to sitting on the rounded bollards which are split and 
uncomfortable.  
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(H) & (N) Unused inappropriate existing seating 

 
 
(H) 3 flat bench seats are currently installed at the sharp bend in Pine Terrace near to the 
Hall. The seats are quite close to the road and away from areas where most people 
gather. These bench seats are dysfunctional, and in rather a dangerous road-side area.  
They function mainly as a barrier, but are flat topped rather than bollard-like.  No one has 
been observed using these seats for many years. 
 
Recommendation:  SWAP these 3 seating flat bench tops (H) along the oval with the 3 
bollards under the tree near the netball ring (N). Wooden bollards would match the other 
roadside bollards along Pine Terrace and deter people from sitting on them so close to 
the sharp bend in the road.  
 
(N) 3 bollards underneath shady tree near netball court. Unsure as to their function.  
They are uncomfortable to sit on, but in a good shady spot. 
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Existing seating 
 

Note: It is thought that the picnic tables are at least 10 years old, while the sleeper type 
seats are around 40 years old having been installed around 1978 (Mike Tooby, 
landscape architect).  

(A) Playground area  

 
(A): The 2 picnic tables work well here for families with smaller children and larger group 
gatherings who take advantage of the shade in summer and close proximity to the 
playground. The extensive stone walls also provide seating and boundaries from the 
road.  This is a high usage area during daylight hours, for toddlers and parents, and after 
school for multiple families. (B) There is a third picnic table in this area, on the other side 
of the tree which is also used extensively. 
 
 

 
(A) Two large wooden picnic tables near playground, positioned together to form one 
large table, on the east side of the tree. 
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(B) Playground area  

 
(B) One picnic table is located to the other sides (North or West) of the tree to catch the 
summer shade or winter sun. These wooden picnic tables are durable and comfortable 
and work well as they include the table for picnic food placement. The extensive stone 
walling in this area also provides seating and is well utilised.  This picnic table is 
sometimes moved to the grassed area for shade/sun purposes. Bird droppings occur 
frequently as shown in this photograph, but clears off easily enough. 
 

  
 
(B) One large wooden picnic table on the west side of tree. Note the bird droppings on 
the picnic table which people seem to clear off before use.  
 

 
(B) Note in winter the B picnic table is on the grassed area in the background  
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(C ) Area between Hall, Oval and Tennis Courts near to BBQ 

 
(C) This picnic table is ideal and gets high use.  The tables are seasonally moved to take 
advantage of the sun in winter, and the shade in summer.  They also provide a table for 
people barbequing, dog walkers who gather for meals, and parents with multiple children 
as a central lookout point. 
 
Village elder and daily dog walker Liz Dumont points out... “Another picnic table near the 
barbeque.  There used to be two.  Both got vandalised a couple of years ago and were removed 
for repairs.  Only one was returned” (Oct 2020).  Clarification from the Shire would be 

appreciated. 
 
This is a very busy area and there is room and need for another picnic table here.  There 
are future plans to rework the BBQ shelter and add another barbeque, with one at each 
end, would further increase seating requirements near the BBQ shelter.  Another picnic 
table would provide for two family groups to use the two barbeques.  
 
 

 
 
(C) The BBQ shelter. Note picnic table position is moved seasonally. 
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(C ) View from Pine Terrace toward tennis club. 

 
( C ) Note the position of the BBQ Picnic table closer to the oval, although this picnic 
table is currently to the east of the BBQ shelter.  A new picnic table for this area is 
requested to go here, closer to the oval, with views back to the playground, to the 
basketball/netball court and away from the road.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
Recommendation:  Additional Picnic table for the BBQ area (C ) 

C: The BBQ 
picnic table 
closer to the 
BBQ where it is 
currently. 
Picnic tables  
allow for 
seasonal  
change and 
flexibility. 

 

C: Note the 
table right 
near the 
edge of the 
oval.  
Particularly 
useful for 
dog owners. 
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(E) Pine Terrace roadside, South oval – looking toward the Darlington Hall. 

 
(E) This new wooden bench is the only bench along the south oval (car side) on Pine 
Terrace and is highly used by elderly dog owners. The Darlington Oval is the main off-
lead Dog Exercise Area in the village.  The flat bench is not particularly comfortable 
though, and a simple V shaping of the two planks would increase the comfort for users, 
and allow water to drain off through the middle crack.  Elderly people prefer bench style 
seating with arm rests and back rests. These provide more support and ability to push off 
when getting off the bench.  Note: the pine bollard logs behind the bench are deteriorated 
and not for purposeful seating or useable condition for seating. 
 

 
 

(E) Note the lone one 
bench highly used by 
dog owners. 
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(F) Commemorative DVBB Bench seat with backrest and arm rests 

 
There is one commemorative bench situated near the Darlington Fire Station on the 
south-west corner of the oval.  It is a comfortable bench with armrests and back support 
and is very popular with the elderly dog walkers.  It is well shaded and elevated looking 
out to the oval.  It has a plaque on it recognising John & Dixie Rathbone, founding and 
lifetime members and supporters of the Darlington Volunteer Bush Fire Brigade.  
Donated by their family in 2007 this chair is well used, appropriately located, comfortable 
and reminds residents of past community members. 
 
DCRAG advocates the use of commemorative benches such as this one, to recognize 
community persons. If we ever found ourselves with too much seating (unlikely), then 
plaques added onto existing benches would be preferred. Hopefully the Shire of 
Mundaring are agreeable to commemorative, donated community assets, and have a 
policy on such items.  To be clarified with Shire of Mundaring. 
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(G) (X) (W) Skatepark in the Lower Recreation Area 

 
(G) Currently there is a metal picnic table with metal shelter and (X) wall seating (without 
shade) along the new retaining wall.  (W) The pump track and arbour and community 
garden, are still under construction, and seating is best determined thereafter.  
 

 
 
 
DCRAG Lower Recreation Area Master Plan (LAMP) 
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(H) 3 Flat topped seating on corner of Pine Terrace 

 
These three flat top benches at this location function as bollards.  The flat topped seating 
is wasted here because the location is too close to a dangerous part of the road.  
Suggest change out with the three rounded bollard tops from (N). 
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(J) North side of oval, near cricket nets and Pavilion. 

 
The area to the right of this lone pine tree could lend itself to benches or raised bleachers 
for spectators to use for cricket and footy. Perhaps when the Bilgoman Swimming pool 
grand stands are updated, one of the old wooden bleachers could be reused here.  A 
raised tiered seating area near the cricket nets would allow parents a good spot to watch 
the children’s games in particular. 
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(K) Bench near scoreboard / cricket nets 

 
This bench is situated in front of the scoreboard near the cricket nets.  However as it is 
not comfortable for long periods, it is not used by cricket/footy folk much.  Dog walkers do 
use it occasionally.  It doesn’t get the shade from the nearby verandah or Pine Tree.  
Suggest this bench gets relocated under existing long pine on the South side., pending 
discussion with the cricketers and footy clubs. 
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(M) Flat benches at Perella’s cafe (Owen road). 

 
Note only:  There are three old sleeper type seats on the area opposite the playground at 
Perella’s Café (formerly The Pines).  The benches are not suitable for seating on with 
long trousers as are very split. It looks like old railway steel has been used for legs.  This 
area is not within the DCRAG geographical boundary, and this area is being considered 
for redevelopment by Darlington Resident and Ratepayers Association.  Whilst not 
function or aesthetically pleasing, these seats do add to the historical railway recognition 
of the village.  
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(N)  3 bollard benches under tree near netball court. 

The three bollards underneath the shady tree near netball court are in a good shady 
location but are uncomfortable to sit on. Suggest replace the tops with flat or V shaped 
sleepers. 
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(T) East side of oval. Vacant area on the North West corner of tennis courts – proposed 
hit up wall.  

In winter casual seating appears in the large flat area behind the tennis hit-up wall. The 
tennis club are currently proposing to concrete a section of this area to use the north side 
of the hit up wall. In winter time this is the last area to catch the sun, and provides a good 
vantage point, away from the road, to watch the dogs play on the oval, and the children in 
the little bush area closer to the Heritage Trail. Seating here would also encourage use of 
the proposed hit up concrete area for games such as hopscotch or 4-Square, or practice 
against the wall and would also provide seating to watch the tennis games from a spot 
other than the tennis clubhouse. 
 

 
 

 

(T) 
Recommendation: 
One large picnic 
table on the 
elevated ground 
near the new hit up 
wall, at the NW 
corner of the 
Tennis club on the 
east side of the 
oval.   
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(S) & (L) North side of oval, looking west toward Pavilion. 

 
These large pine trees have now been removed. The difference in ground height of the 
verge and oval is now more obvious, and in some places is about 1.5m.  The trees at the 
back will now be responsible for the shade on this side, and it is hoped they will now 
grow taller given more increase of sunlight. The open drain goes around the oval here 
and is flooded after rains.  Gerry Healy (Landscape architect) has suggested that cut in/ 
terrace seating could be considered here as a viewing for oval activities.  Additionally, a 
picnic table (S) and bench seating (L) would be very welcome here, as the view is 
elevated to watch oval activities and provides a safe area for children to frolic in the in-
between space of the oval and heritage trail. A picnic table and benches closer to the 
newer trees are recommended. Picnic tables allow movement when the trees grow and 
seasons change.  
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Future seating Key – Red Map 
 
C:  An extra picnic table near to BBQ area/oval 
J:  Bleaches or benches north side of oval near cricket nets, east of lone Pine tree 
K:  Relocate bench to shade under lone Pine Tree (J) 
L:  Proposed Benches North side of the oval 
M: Salvage flat benches at Perella’s cafe (Owen road). 
P:  Picnic table under the trees behind the Hall OR bench seat in the south verandah 

of the Hall 
Q:  Benches and small sections of low stone wall along the Pine Terrace south oval. 
R:  One Picnic table in the Native Triangle behind the Pavilion  
S:  Picnic tables at the North side of the oval 
T:  One Picnic table near the Tennis Club hit up wall 
V:  Bench Darlington Hall front verandah 
Y:  Cut in seating on edge of oval (to be considered). 
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Future seating Location Red Map 
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Future Seating Recommendation Summary 
 
(A) & (B)  Continue with three large picnic tables under cover at the playground pine 
tree (existing) 
 
(C)    Add or return one large picnic table to make two picnic tables near the 
barbeque (only one existing).  Locate new table nearer to the oval for dog walkers to be 
closer to the oval. (This would make 5 picnic tables all up in this playground/hall area) 
 
(D)  Comfortable V shaped sleeper benches for elderly dog walkers Pine 
Terrace South east end of oval, near to electrical junction box that holds the dog litter 
bags. 
 
(H) & (N)  Swap 3 flat bench seats (H) along the oval to the three bollards at (N) for 
dog walkers to use.  
 
(J)   Bleaches or benches north side of oval near cricket nets, east of lone Pine 
tree 
 
(M)  Salvage or improve flat sleeper/railway benches at Perella’s cafe (Owen 
road). 
 
(P)   Picnic table under the trees behind the Hall OR bench seat in the back 
(south) verandah of the Hall 
 
(Q)   Stone wall sectional seating on Pine Terrace (south oval) where ever 
possible.  New reinforced wooden bench seating on Pine Terrace (south oval) around the 
tree roots where stone wall is not practicable 
 
 (R)  New Picnic table in the Native Triangle behind the Pavilion to capture 
afternoon sun. Allows parents to overlook Native Triangle and Halfpipe/skatepark. 
 
(S)   Oval seating on the North side –One new picnic tables would be ideal on 
the south side of these trees for groups to view the oval.  
 
(L)  Oval seating on the North side –New Wooden benches spaced nearer to 
trees would also be beneficial.   
 
(T)   New Picnic table on the NW corner of the tennis courts to capture the winter 
sun, and to have children away from the roads and playing on the proposed hit up wall.  
 
(V)   New Bench Darlington Hall front verandah, near the outside toilet.  Allows 
people waiting a comfortable, shady place to sit. 
 
(Y)   Cut in seating on the North side of oval – consider terracing the existing 
earth (suggested by Gerry Healy) (to be considered). 
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(V) Proposed Bench seat against the wall between double doors and outside toilet 
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Overall Recommendation 
 

1. Use natural based materials such as stone and wood to maintain the amenity, 
blend with existing infrastructure, longevity.  
 

2. Materials need to align with existing infrastructure 
 

3. Materials need to align with the Darlington Resident and Ratepayers Association 
Precinct Plan / Locality Plan objectives. 

 
4. Use picnic tables where space allows and a multiple view is required. 

 
5. Bench seating where space is limited or focussed e.g. around the oval. 

 
6. Bench seating with back rest and arm rests is preferred. 

 
7. Allow commemorative seating and/or plaques 

 
 
 

Further consideration 
 

1. Terrace seating to north side of oval 
 

2. Masterplan to whole DRA to include seating and be linked to this document. 
 

3. Vandalism – There is very little vandalism in the village centre, possibly because 
there are always people in the village at all hours of the night.  The Tennis Club play 
most nights of the week and the spill lighting works well for evening walkers and dog 
owners. 
 

4. Maintenance – the Shire would always prefer low maintenance infrastructure.  The 
maintenance on the existing seating is unknown, but appears minimal given the amount 
of use the seating provides. The sleeper benches have lasted a very long time. 
 

Conclusion 
 
This completes the documentation of existing and proposed future seating for the 
Darlington Recreation Area.  Only the main village area including oval and playground 
have been included at this stage.  Bench seats in other quieter locations would always be 
welcome. Further photographs of other areas can be provided if required. 
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Further information: 
 

• Appendix 1: Email regarding design proposal for extending the existing BBQ 
structure by David Lavell (attached)  

• Appendix 3:  History Group Tribute to Early Years plan by Cliff Burns. 

• Skatepark Lower Area Masterplan (W) in document. 

• Darlington Resident & Ratepayers Association:  Precinct Plan. 
 

 
Patricia Cook 
Mobile: 040 9479 551 
 
DCRAG Chair 
2018 - 2020
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2: Letter and design proposal by David Lavell for the extension of the existing BBQ.  
 
From David Lavell 
Darlington Club 
8th October 2019 
 
Hi Trish, 
  
Scanned copy of the fourth proposal is attached. This is similar to DHG’s options 1 & 2 but keeping 
barbecues under cover and extending the existing patio with a little window dressing attached. The 
extension to the existing would preferably be on the Pine Terrace side. 
  
On the size of the covered area, DHG are happy that the present patio area be doubled to a total of 7 
metres by 3.5 metres (steel column to steel column dimensions).  
  
The nine metres came from adding an awning for covering the replaced barbecue (to two new barbecues. 
Shane Purdy agrees that the existing needs replacing). The new barbecues could be placed one at each 
end of covered area or optionally two barbecues alongside each other at one end (Pine Terrace end).  
  
Rock seating in keeping with existing rock wall opposite Perrella’s could be built under the eaves of 
covered area or outside the covered area, preferably on the uphill side to allow seated to view oval. 
  
Kind regards, 
  
David & Sue Lavell 
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Appendix 3: History Group plan for Tribute 
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